Approval was sought from DRC members for modality of conducting Paper 2 of written comprehensive examination and Oral Comprehensive examination for Mr Partha Pratim Mondal (Entry No 2018BEZ8438) vide email dated 9th October 2020. Upon approval by the members, Paper 2 of written comprehensive examination for Partha Pratim Mondal was conducted on 11th Oct 2020 (3-5 pm). After passing Paper 2, his Plan of Work presentation for his thesis entitled “Understanding the behavior of Oscillatory Baffled Reactor in treating low and high solid containing wastewaters” was held on 12th Oct 2020 from 11.30 am on Teams platform. His SRC members and DRC Chairperson, besides other students, attended the presentation. The report for Plan of work was circulated to DRC members vide email dated 13th Oct 2020 for their comments. The same was approved based on recommendation from the student’s SRC members. The Committee authorized the Chairperson to forward the forms to Dean (Academics).
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